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Abstract 
, Network requirements for several video teleconferencing 
services are described . A circuit-switched ISDN architecture 
for a mix of point-to· point and multi point traffic is proposed. 
For the multi point connections, two levels of switching are in
volved, namely call set up and call rearrangement . Approxi
mate and exact conference set up delay models are considered 
and compared for the multichannel transmission links where 
blocked point-to-point traffic is lost and multipoint traffic is de· 
layed. A non-preemptive priority structure is assumed where 
the background point-to-point traffic has a higher priority. 
End · to-end connection delay models are then given in terms 
of the constituent link delay distributions for both progressive 
and concurrent call set up protocols. A state space formulation 
for call rearrangement is described along with state complex· 
ity results. Two example designs illustrate the methodology. 
Open problems are discussed and on-going work is outlined. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The impact of multimedia, multilocation teleconferencing on 
the design and operating characteristics of an IDSN based on 
circuit-switching has until recently not received much attention 
because of the low penetration of such services. The volume of 
network traffic attributable to such services may be expected to 
grow rapidly in the near future, however, as a result of technol
ogy improvements , competitive incentive for business to enhance 
productivity, changing travel economics , and other socio-economic 
factors. The present paper can be viewed as a contribution to the 
design and analysis of a variety of such emerging services where 
the distinguishing feature is the requirement for multipoint con
nections. 

In this paper investigations into the design and performance 
evaluation of circuit-switched networks carrying a heterogeneous 
mix of point-to-point and multipoint services are described. As
sociated teletraffic problems are addressed , with emphasis on sta
tistical and combinatorial aspects. Issues related to transmission 
performance, numbering plan , signaling scheme , protocol specifi
cation and validation are not considered . 

In section 2. results are summarized for the optimal topolo
gies , and functional requirements for a variety of teleconferenc
ing services reported in Il l. A possible network architecture for 
the integrated handling of multi point and point-to-point circuit
switched traffic is then outlined . In section 3. several approximate 
and exact performance models for the multichannel transmission 
links carrying a mixture of narrow band and wideband traffic are 
described. The models differ in respect to priority structure for 
the two traffic classes , release mechanism for multiple channel calls, 
and channel holding time distributions. The performance results 
include set up delay and probability of wait for the wideband traf
fic, and loss probability for narrow band traffic. The approximate 
and exact models are compared for the case with a non-preemptive 
priority structure, where narrow band traffic has a higher priority 
and where blocked narrow band traffic is lost and blocked wide-

band traffic is delayed . In section 4. set up delay models for 
multi point connections are given in terms of the delay models of 
th e constituent links for both progressive and concurrent modes 
of call set up . Section 5. discusses a state space model and com
plexity results for the rearrangement phase of the teleconference . 
The above models and results serve as elements in an overall de
sign p rocedure which is illustrated by way of specific examples in 
section 6. Section 7. concludes with a discussion of on-going work . 

2. TELECONFERENCING SE RVICES AND 
NETWORK -ARCHITECT U R E 

In Reference 11] a gamut of multimedia multipoint services 
was described along with optimal topological designs for service 
networks which are permanently dedicated to a fixed set of con
ference sites. Table 1. displays information on the optimal service 
network topologies, number of channels per link as a function of 
the number of conference sites and network functional require
ments to implement a range of multipoint services in a circuit
switched ISDN. These design results were presented in a different 
form in Reference 11] for the case of FDX and SX links. The 
HDX case has been included for completeness. For the present 
study, the FDX case is most relevant, although designs based on 
SX links would appear attractive for some services if and when 
SX links are available in the public switched network . The HDX 
case is of less practical interest, as long haul connections would re
quire switch able repeaters . There may be some potential for HDX 
transmission for local area teleconferencing j however, this requires 
more study. We note that for local area networks, the savings in 
transmission line costs resulting from HDX transmission are less 
significant than in long haul applications. 

A global view of the considered network architecture is shown 
in Figure 1. 

Fig. 1 Global Network Architecture 

It is assumed that video and audio teleconferencing transmis
sionwill be handled over a circuit-switched network , while the 
necessary signaling for call-set up and clearing will be conveyed 
over either the CCS network or some alternative packet switching 
network . For several of the teleconferencing services, two levels 
of switching are required . In the set up phase the various non
blocking service networks are reserved where these reservation re
quests are in contention with background point-to-point traffic . 
Following se't up of the appropriate service network, a rearrange
ment phase is entered where the interconnection pattern of the 
transmission links reserved in the set up phase is varied to satisfy 
the instantaneous signal flow requirements without blocking. 

The rationale for separating the set up and rearrangement 
functions is twofold . First this separation admits greater flexibility 
as some services do not require rearrangement. Alternatively, in 
dedicated networks the set-up function is not required. Secondly, 

in cases where both set up and rearrangement are required, the 
switching specifications for these levels are very different, leading 
to different implementations. 

The set up phase is most naturally implemented' via the CCS 
network . Since the set up delay specifications for conferencing 
services will likely be no more stringent than those for point-to
point services, the CCS network or an alternative packet switched 
network should be adequate. 
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The rearrangement phase, on the other hand, has a small ad
dress space , (the number of active conference sites). This suggests 
an abbreviated addressing scheme which is dynamically assigned 
to sites at the time of call set-up. This will reduce rearrangement 
delays which are very stringent, as the reconfiguration delay should 
ideally be imperceptable to the conferencees. The possibility for 
fast rearrangement of terrestrial networks gives them a potential 
advantage over satellite implementations where rearragement de
lays on the order of 0.27 seconds are unavoidable. 

In addition to the availability of an existing circuit-switched 
network, CSN, a packet switching signaling network, CCS, and 
the standard terminal equipment such as microphones, speakers, 
cameras , monitors and so on , three new modules will be required. 
We have called these units terminal controllers (TC), teleconfer
encing bridges (B), and call set up processors (CSpr. The termi
nal controller performs two functions. In conjunction with the 
CSP(s) and the CCS network it provides for multipoint call set up 
and clearing. The second function is to provide signaling for call 
rearrangement. This is done in conjunction with the bridge con
trollers via the circuit-switched network . The conference bridges 
terminate transmission lines and vary the interconnection pattern 
among these lines upon request from the terminal controllers for 
call rearrangement . For some services, multiple signal copies are 
also required . In Table 1. we refer to this function as splitting. 
The functions of the CSP(s) include determining an appropriate 
routing and channel requirement for the teleconference on the ba
sis of information forwarded from the terminal controllers as well 
as to set up and clear the multipoint connection in the circuit
switched network via signaling over the CCS network. For reasons 
of flexibility it would appear desireable to implement the various 
functions in separate modules as not all services require all func
tions. 

3. LINK PERFORMANCE MODELS 

Transmission links for the integrated handling of point-to
point and multipoint calls are modeled as multiserver queues car
rying two traffic classes. We shall designate the traffic which re
quires a single channel or server per link as narrow band while calls 
requiring more than one server per link is wideband traffic. The 
requirement for multiple channel seizures can arise from the fact 
that a conference video signal may require 6, 12, 24 , or more voice 
channels depending on the specifications on image quality. For 
some multipoint service networks, several channels are required 
on each link to provide for nonblocking, even though a single voice 
channel can support the audio or video signal. This is due to the 
fact that more than one signal must be transmitted simultane
ously on each link . Examples are the dynamic allocation and the 
switched complete broadcast 56 kb/ s video services. 

Several models have been considered to evaluate the link set
up delay performance for wideband traffic and the blocking per
formance of the background narrow band traffic 12,3,4]. They dif
fer in respect to 1) release mechanism for multiserver requests : 
simultaneous, and independent channel release, 2) priority struc
ture : FIFO, non-preemptive priority to narrow band traffic , 3) 
disposition of narrow band traffic: blocked calls lost, blocked calls 
delayed, wideband traffic which is blocked is delayed in all cases 
considered , 4) service time distributions: exponential with equal 
means for both traffic classes , exponential with class dependent 
means. 

3.1 Equal Service Rates, Independent Channel Release 

Cases with equal service rates and independent channel re
lease admit a simplified analysis using the approach first suggested 
by Green 151. By identifying the first position in queue wit.h a 
server in an embedded M/G / 1 queue, the results of Welch 16] for 
the M / G / 1 with exceptional service for the first customer can be 
applied . The delay distribution for the embedde<;J. system corre
sponds to the waiting time distribution in the original queue . In 
[21 Green ' s model has been applied to develop expressions for the 
mean weighting time, and probability of wait , for a Poisson arrival 

process \.0 a FIFO M-server queue where each arrival requests a 
random number of servers. In 13] this analysis has been extended 
to include a non-preemptive priority structure where narrow band 
traffic has priority and may be either blocked or delayed . The anal
ysis approach follows that of Green 15], with the exception that a 
cycle of the renewal process consists of a non-queue and a queuing 
period of the low priority queue only. The analysis of the queuing 
and the non-queue period is based on the transient Markov chain 
for the number of busy servers plus the number of high priority 
customers queued. Below we summarize the results for the case of 
most interest here, namely, where narrow band blocked calls are 
lost. 

The mean delay for wideband traffic is given by the general 
expression first given in Green 15]. 

(1) 

where Ai is the arrival rate of calls requesting i channels and >.; 
is the arrival rate of wideband traffic. Pq is the steady state prob
ability that the queue of low priority customers is not empty. Pd 

is the probability that a low priority customer arriving during a 
non- queue period initiates a queuing period. dn and bn are the 
moments of the time spent in the first position in queue for the call 
which initiated the queue and subsequent wideband arrivals dur
ing the queuing period, respectively. By noting that cycles formed 
by the epochs at which the low priority queue empties constitute 
a renewal process we obtain 

E(Q) 
Pq = E(Q) + E(Q) 

I 
Pd = >';b

1 

(2) 

(3) 

where the expected duration of the queuing period is given by 

E(Q) _ _ d_1 _ 

- 1 - >';b1 
(4) 

The expected duration of the non-queue period is obtained through 
analysis of the transient Markov chain as 

E(Q) = t /m,~ 
j = O + )1-£ 

(5) 

where V m , j is the mean number of visits to the state with j servers 
busy during a non-queue period which begins with m servers busy. 
V = (/ - Pt 1, where P is the transition rate matrix of the 
embedded Markov chain for the non-queue period. 

The moments d l , d2 , bl , b2 are obtained from an analysis of 
first passage times of the embedded Markov chain for the number 
of busy servers during a queuing period. 

rn - I n m 

d '" '" Ctk T m - k '" Ctk m - k l = Lqn L -+-- ,.,. + qmL + Tm 
n = l k=m - n+l Ctm - n + l' k=2 Ct 2 

(6) 

fJ'l - 1 m m 

d2 = L qn L ~U;:"- k + qm L Ct~ U;:: - k 
n = l k = m - n + l Ct m - n - 1 k=2 Ct 2 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where 

(10) 

and 

uk = 2/ ~ ~i (i - I)!(>'l)jT.k . 
n. IL ~ ~ (i + .)! ' + 3 

i=k+lj=O } IL 
(11) 
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Ok is the probability that an arrival requests k channels and 
o~ is the probability an arrival requests at least k channels. qn is 
the probability of there being n channels busy given that a queuing 
period has just commenced, where 

I~ 

0: 

A!-n+l Vm.n 
l ::; n :S m-l qn = 

A + nIL 

AtVm.n 
qn = At + mlL 

n = m (12) 

The probability of waiting for wideband calls is given by 
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Fig. 2 Mean waiting time for wideband traffic 
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Fig. 3 Probability of waiting for wideband traffic 
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The probability of blocking Pb for narrow band traffic has also ' 
been obtained in 131 by an analysis of the transient Markov chain . 
Due to space limitations we do not give the analytic derivation 
here . 
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Fig. 4 Probability of blocking for narrow-band 
traffic 
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S.2 Non-Equal Service Rates and Simultaneous Release 

The approach given above is not applicable when the chan
nel service times are class-dependent . As this case is of practical 
importance , since one would expect conferences to last longer on 
average than background point-to-point calls , a state-space model 
has been developed and implemented in software 14]. Moreover, as 
the simultaneous release mechanism is easily incorporated in the 
state space formulation, this model can be employed to evaluate 
the accuracy of the independent release approximation in the case 
where channel holding times are not class-dependent. The balance 
equations were solved by standard techniques. 

S.S Comparison of Results 

Performance results for the priority scheme are depicted in 
Figures 2-4 , for the approximate and exact models as a function 
of the ratio of mean channel holding times for the two traffic classes 
for various traffic mixes . The unit of time is the holding time of 
the narrow band traffic 1/ ILl ' 

To use the approximate model in cases where the service rates 
of the two traffic classes were not equal , we have replaced the true 
holding time for wideband traffic with that for the narrow band 
traffic while at the same time using an adjusted arrival rate for 
wideband traffic which leaves the offered traffic in Erlangs constant 
with respect to changes in the ratio of service times. Accordingly 
the performance measures for this approximation are independent 
of the service time ratio , while the exact performance results do 
depend upon the ratio of service times. In particular, the mean 
waiting time increases when the holding time of the wideband traf
fic increases. On the other hand , the probabilities of waiting and 
blocking are less sensitive to the holding time ratio for a fixed level 
of offered t raffic . The difference in performance predicted by the 
two models, where the service times are equal, reflects the error 

introduced by assuming an independent channel release mecha
nism if the channels are actually released together. Differences 
in the curves for service rates not equal also reflect errors intro
duced by modifying the true arrival rate and service rates of the 
wideband traffic as described above. These results indicate that 
the approximate model introduces significant error in the set-up 
delay when the holding times for the two traffic classes are not 
equal. The blocking probabilities show less sensitivity to holding 
time ratio . The approximate model gives a reasonable prediction 
of the probability of waiting for the wideband calls; however, there 
is a significant error in the loss probability of narrow band traffic 
which arises from the independent channel release assumption. 
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4. END-TO-END CONNECTION DELAY 

Given the link delay distributions, the set-up time for a mul
tipoint connection is obtained by composing the involved link dis
tributions according to the setup protocol employed. We have 
considered two cases, namely progressive setup where links are re
served sequentially, one at a time, and concurrent setup where link 
reservation requests are made simultaneously for all links. 

4.1 Progressive Set-up 

Assuming link independence, the end-to-end connection delay 
distribution is given by the convolution of the delay distributions of 
the constituent links . For the general case where the delay distri
butions are link-dependent , the convolution operation is performed 
numerically. For the uniform complete network, the convolution 
can be expressed in a simpler closed form . For example, if we are 
considering an n-fold tandem connection where the n link delay 
distributions are all equal and given by 

Pr{W < x ix > O} 

Pr{W = O} = Pw 

the end-to-end connection delay distribution is given by 

Pr{T = O} = (1 - Pwt 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Pr{O < ~ < x} = t (;)p~(1 - pw)n- 'Pr{iW < xlW > o} 
. = 1 

(17) 
While the delay distribution for a link is, in general, a complex 
function it can be approximated by low order moment matching. 
Empirical results have shown that for the priority scheme with in
dependent release, the link delay distribution is well approximated 
by the exponential function 

Pr{W < x lW > O} = 1 - e=f"'-:r; 

which implies that 

(18) 

. ::.!:uL . - 1 1 Pw x 
Pr{tW < xlW > O} = 1 - e w :r; ~ - (-_-)' (19) 

L r ! W 
r =O 

For Green 's model with FIFO it can be shown that the co
efficient of variation of waiting time is large for light traffic and 
approaches unity asymptotically as the traffic increases . To model 
such delay distributions the hyperexponential func t ion has been 
used . For a coefficient of variation less than unity we have em
ployed the Gamma distribution and have matched the first two 
moments. Space limitations prevent us from including the explicit 
formulae for these cases. 

4.2 ' Concurrent Set-up 

The end-to-end connection delay distribution is given as the 
maximum of the individual link distributions. If there are v links 
in the multipoint connection then we have 

T = max {W.} 
, = l , .. v 

(20) 

and 

in = E(Tn) = 10
00 

xnd(II Pr{Wi ~ x}) (21) 
i= l 

where link independence has been assumed in evaluating the mo
ments t n . 

In general this integral must be evaluated numerically. In 
the special case where all link delays have the same exponential 
distribution given by 

Pr{W. ~ x} = 1 - ae-/h (22) 

one obtains a closed form analytic expression for the moments of 
connection delay. 

(23) 

5. A STATE SPACE MODEL FOR 
REARRANGEMENT 

Bene~ 17] has advanced a state space model for the opera
tion of circuit- switched networks carrying point-to-point traffic 
as well as a group theoretic approach to reduce the number of 
states through generation of the equivalence classes 18]. This state 
reduction technique is important for generating the set of states 
to determine if indeed a network is non-blocking and, if it is not, 
to determine the state probabilities necessary for computing ex
act perfo'rmance measures for blocking networks. For networks 
of reasonable size there are an enormous number of states and 
exact calculations are usually not possible even with state equiv
alencing . The rearrangement phase of a multipoint teleconference 
appears to be an exception. as typically there are relatively few 
sites involved in a conference, and the multipoint topologies as
sociated with some conference service types possess a high degree 
of symmetry. In 19] a state space model has been formulated for 
circuit-switched networks which carry multipoint traffic . In this 
model the admissable states consist of connections which form dis
joint spanning trees in the network's dual graph. The dual graph 
of a network is formed by replacing crosspoints by edges with a 
value 0 when the crosspoint is open and 1 when it is closed. The 
terminals and links of the given network on the other hand form 
the vertices of the dual graph. 

Table 2. lists the cardinality of the o~iginal assigment and 
state set along with the bounds on the number of equivalence 
classes for the complete network as a function of the number of 
conference sites. Each assignment or looking pattern maps into a 
single network state because the optimal routing is deterministic. 

The number of looking patterns in an n-node network is given 
by 

IStates l = (n - l)n (24) 

The symmetry group G" associated with the various network 
topologies 11 of the teleconferencing service networks is used to 
generate the equivalence classes under the assumption of symme
try among conference sites. It is also employed in the derivation 
of upper and lower bounds on the number of equivalence classes 
for various conference services and supporting network topologies. 
For complete networks, Grne•h is the complete permutation group 
Sn containing n! elements. For star topologies G .tar is Sn - I con
taining (n - I)! elements. For ring topologies containing n nodes 
the symmetry group is the dihedral group Dn containing 2n ele
ments. In general the symmetry group associated with the min
imum spanning tree may only contain the identity permutation, 
and no state reduction is possible. 

A closed form expression for an upper bound on the number 
of equivalence classes for the complete network has been derived 
110] to be 

In/ 2J 
V Brne•h = l L (n - a - 1)!(n - 2a + l) j (a - 1)! J (25) 

",= 1 

A lower bound on the number of equivalence classes for the 
complete network is given by 

LBrne•h = f(n - It j n'l (26) 

The upper and lower bounds on the number of equivalence 
classes for other network topologies 11 are easily obtained from 
corresponding bounds for the complete network by the expressions 

VB = lVB IGrne.h l
J " rne.h IG"I (27) 

LB = rLB IGrne.h l1 " rne.h IG"I (28) 

where IG" I denotes the number of elements in the symmetry group 
for network topology 11. 

6. EXAMPLE DESIGNS 

We will now describe the use of the previous models for two 

different teleconferencing services, namely the dynamic allocation 
service, and the switched complete broadcast service. In these 
examples we are assuming a low bit rate video signal of 56 kb/s. 
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6.1 Dynamic Allocation 

As we are assuming the public switched network employs FDX 
transmission, reference to Table 1. indicates that the optimal ser
vice network topology for dynamic allocation is the ring intercon
necting the n teleconference sites. The optimal multipoint cir
cuit routing is provided by the solution of the traveling salesman 
problem for these n sites. While this is an NP-complete problem, 
typically the number of conference sites is small which enables an 
exact solution . For conferences involving a large number of sites, 
a heuristic solution to the TSP can be used. 

The call set-up procedure which is most natural for this case is 
decentralized progressive control, where links are reserved sequen
tially around the ring. It is also natural to employ a progressive 
control procedure to effect the rearrangement, with some form of 
token passing to remove conflicts in rearrange~ent requests. 

For this example let us assume that the supporting network is 
completely connected with each link containing m = 12 channels. 
Let us assume that the number of conference sites involved is n = 
5. Reference to Table 1. reveals that for this service network, 
(5 - 1) / 2 = 2 channels must be reserved per link in the ring to 
provide a nonblocking service. For arrival rates Al = 4.8 , A2 = .24 
and service rate parameters of ILl = 1 and 1L2 = .2 the total 
offered traffic per link in Erlangs is 12(PI +. P2) = 7.2 where PI = 

Ad12ILJ = 0.4, and P2 = A2 / 121L2 = 0.2. The mean waiting time 
per link is W2 = 0.0465 , the probability of wait is Pw = 0.116 and 
the loss probability is Pb = .0519. Application of Equations (16) 
and (17) yields the distribution of waiting time to set up the ring . 
The mean waiting time is T = nW2 = .2325 , while the probability 
of wait is 1 - (1 - pw)n = .460 . 

DB + cSP 

• TC 

Fig. 5 DAN Network Layout 

For this example the number of connection states in the re
arrangement phase is (5 - 1)5 = 1024, while tbe upper and lower 
bounds on the number of equivalence classes are 336 and 102 re
spectively. 

To evaluate the benefit of service integration we have com
puted the performance for a segregated system subjected to the 
same traffi c demands where the 12 channels per link were parti
tioned with 4 channels dedicated to multipoint traffic . The link 
performance figures for this system were computed by the Erlang 
formulae to be W2 = 2.8125 , Pw = 0.450, and Pb = 0.0609. It is 
evident from this example that the integrated system provides a 
substantially better performance than dedicated systems for the 
same transmission capacity. 

6.2 Switched Complete Broadcast 

The optimal service network topology is a star with the bridge 
located at the vertex median of the conference sites. The most 
natural can set-up mode for this case is the centralized concurrent 
mode , where the caller signals the CSP which is collocated with 

the bridge . All n links including the source node are then set 
up concurrently. Table 1 , reveals that for FDX links , n - 1 = 4 
channels must be reserved for each branch of the star to set up 
the nonblocking service network. The holding times are as in the 
previous case, while the arrival rates were chosen as Al = 4.8, A2 = 
0 . J 2. For the integrated system the performance figures for each 
of the n - J links, are W2 = 0.520, Pw = 0.321 and Pb = 0.0780. 
For the segregated system with 4 channels per link dedicated to 

conference traffi(' thE' performance figures are W2 = 7.5 ,Pw = 0.6, 
and Pb =- 0.0609 . Again the advantage of service integration is 
evident. The mean time to set up the star connection is given by 
Equation (23) as 1.924 time units. For progressive reservation the 
mean set-up time is 2.6 time units. 

Fig. 6 CSB Network Layout 

As far as the rearrangenent phase is concerned the centralized 
bridge modifies the instantaneous interconnection pattern upon re
quest from the conference sites. As there is only a single bridge 
no inter bridge coordination is necessary and conflicts in rearrange
ment requests do not occur if the rearrangements are made on a 
FIFO basis . 

Here once again the state space for the number of connection 
patterns contains 1024 elements. Equivalencing is more effective 
here than in the ring network because of the greater symmetry of 
the star. The upper and lower bounds on the number of equiva
lence classes are 150 and 40 respectively. 

1. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a possible network architecture for the inte
grated handling of point-to-point and multipoint traffic is described . 
Performance models have been developed which have demonstrated 
the requirement for models which take into account the multi
channel nature and long holding times of teleconferences. These 
preliminary results have also shown that service integration can 
lead to cost reduction and / or performance improvement relative 
to providing dedicated networks for the two traffic classes. 

For the simple example designs considered in this paper the 
results on optimal service network layout and capacities of Refer
ence 11] were applicable as a single conference group for a partic
ular conference type was considered and the supporting network 
topology and traffic was assumed to be uniform. When more than 
one conference group and / or more than one conference type is 
involved or where the supporting network is not uniform , the op
timal design problem is substantially more complex and one would 
expect that optimal service network designs will include both ac
cess and core network segments. For nonuniform networks the 
marginal link capacity as well as the link length must be taken 
into account when determining the optimal routing for the mul
tipoint connection . Moreover, the optimal deployment of CSPs 
may differ from that of the conference bridges. Ongoing work ad
dresses these questions along with procedures for dimensioning the 
supporting ISDN for the nonuniform case. 
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OPTIMAL SERVICE NETWORK 

SERVICE FDX SX HDX SPLITTING REARRANGE 

Fully Complete Complete Complete N/ A N/A 

Connected 1 1 1 

Dynamic Ring MST Mesh 

{n - 1) / 2, odd n n 1,2 N/A Yes 

Allocation n / 2 n / 2 - 1 even n 

Complete Ring MST MST 

(n - 1) / 2, odd n n n Yes N/A 

Broadcast n / 2 n / 2 - 1 even n 
Switched Median Median Median . 
Complete Star Star Star Yes Yes 

Broadcast n - 1 2(n - 1) 2(n - 1) 

Switched MST Ring MST Yes Yes 

Broadcast 1 1 1 

Table 1 Optimal Service Networks 

State Reduction for complete networks 

n States UBmuh LBm e• h 

2 1 1 1 

3 8 2 2 

4 81 7 4 

5 1024 28 9 

6 15625 139 21 

7 279936 822 56 

Table 2 Complexity vs Number of Sites 
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